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About the Book 
 
Butler County has a long and storied history with some spooky twists. When European settlers arrived, they found not only 
Native settlements but also earthworks that remain a mystery—as are the strange lights still seen near them. The disturbed 
spirit of a frontier soldier roams the basement of the Soldiers, Sailors and Pioneers Monument, and Busenbark is haunted by 
the Hatchet Man, who committed his crimes 175 years ago. At Miami University, the ghost of Helen Peabody wanders the 
building that bears her name. Just outside of town, many drive to see the Oxford Ghost Light, and a weekend visit to the 
Screaming Bridge of Maud-Hughes Road is a high school rite of passage. Hamilton native and owner of an actual haunted 
house Daniel D. Schneider explores the terrifying train tracks, creepy canals, scary streets and bewitched bridges of Butler 
County. 
 
About the Author 
 
Butler County native Daniel D. Schneider is a registered landscape architect, planner and 3D designer with a lifelong love of 
history. He has traveled extensively and has visited many famously haunted sites in the United States and Europe. He also 
happens to live in a haunted house. Daniel is a member of many local historical societies and serves on multiple historic and 
community boards. In his professional life, he has used his designs to drive public interest in saving the Historic Hamilton 
Train Station from demolition. In 2021, Dan founded Hollow Earth Creative, a design studio in Hamilton. 
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About Arcadia Publishing 
 
As the nation’s leading publisher of books of local nonfiction and rarely explored pockets of history, Arcadia’s mission is to connect people 
with their past, with their communities and with one another. Arcadia has an extraordinary catalog of 17,000 titles exploring the story of 
America one city, state, or county at a time, including titles from Arcadia Children’s Books and the 100-year-old stalwart publisher, Pelican 
Publishing.  
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